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"We didn't realize that lite beer was supposed
to suck!": The Putative Vulgarity of

"X k ". Am ·suc s In erlcan English

Ronald R. Butters

We di~n't realize," s~y~ the voice-over in a memorable 1999
Amstel beer teleVISIOn commercial, "that lite beer was

supp.osed. to suck!". As anyone familiar with contemporary American
EnglIsh ~Ill recogl1lze, that commercial's creators intended the audi
ence. to I~fer that all other "lite" beers are terrible (the meaning of
StUll 10 thIS ~ontext): only Amstel's naive but honest brewers, used to
:~e produ~tIon of excelle~t products.. ~ake a flavorful and satisfying
lIte beer In defian.ce of aJaded publIc s cynical expectations.

. !he colloqmal general pejorative use of the verb suck has been
mcr~asmglypopular in American English during the past 30 years. Ac
cordmg to the most recent edition of The American Heritage Dictionary of
the English. Language (AHD4) , suck, defined as \0 be disgustingly dis
agreea~l! I,S vUlg~r slang. X sucks! has in fact largely replaced an earlier
generatIon s X stmks! as a colloquial way of saying that X is "of an ex
tremely l~w or bad quality" (AHD4 s.v. stink). There is, however, an im
p~rta~t dIfference benveen X sucks! and X stinks.' according to AHD4: X
stm~sl IS merely "Slang," whereas X sucksl is not merely "Slang," it is "Vul
gar, as well, a label that AHD4 assigns to entries to warn dictionary
users that t~lere are "social taboos attached to a word; ... [these are]
~ords that vIOlate.ac~epte~sta.ndards of decency" (2000, xxxiii). AHD4
IS s.carcely alone m ItS behef 111 the putative offensiveness of X sucksl
Thl~ mo~t I~ecent of authoritative American dictionaries merely echoes
earlIer dICtiOnary makers of the 19805 and 1990s.

How can dictionary makers plausibly maintain that X suchs! is ''vul-

Dictiouaries:]ourn.al of the Dictionary Sodel)' ofNor/h America 22 (2001)

gar:' given the fact that the idiom is extremely widespread in American
culture, heard commonly and widely in contexts (e.g., television com
mercials) where violations of "accepted standards of decency" by "taboo"
words are uncommon? Why would they ever have concluded that it was a
"taboo" word in the first place? In brief, the answer is that X sucks! might
be seen as an offensive idiom because it can call to mind the use of the
word suck to refer to fellatio, a sexual practice about which many people
seem to have mixed emotions. Even speakers who do not find X sucks.' of
fensive still may feel that the idiom somehmv refers to fellatio, whether or
not they have positive or negative feelings towards fellation itself. For ex
ample, the gay-friendly columnist Blanche Poubelle notes in comment
ing on an oral version of this paper (presented on 6 January 2000 at the
American Dialect Society meeting), that "many listeners had strong intu
itions that it [X sucksn originates in a reference to oral sex" (2000, 8).

The connection with 'fellatio' must of course somehow be ac
counted for in the lexical analysis of suck, even if, as I believe, the fella
tio connotations of X sucks.' are a matter of significant post-facto etymol
ogi'zing. More important, however, is the question of how an idiom that
might be offensive to many people could have become so widespread,
particularly if the offensiveness relates to the associations of the idiom
with fellatio. For some speakers, fellatio is in itself distasteful or even im
moral, a forbidden topic for conversation, or even allusion. For others,
referring to fellatio in other than a clinical or intimate setting would be
impolite. For still others, to refer to fellatio in a disparaging way would
in itself be semantically or socially inappropriate, since, for many peo
ple, fellatio is highly pleasurable, and those who engage therein,
whether as fellator or fellatee, ought not to be the object of the scorn
implied by connecting pejorative X sucks.' to fellatio. Clearly, speakers at
tach connotations of fellatio and vulgarity to X sucks! for the most part
only when the specific issue of putative etymology is raised; most of the
time, for most speakers, fellatio and vulgarity are not a part of the fore
grounded semantic range of the idiom. Only in this way could speakers
accept a phrase that they would otherwise find inappropriate.

The etymology of X sucks!

Dictionary Evidence

Etymologically, such and its derivatives have been used in Amer
ican English for generations in terms of disapproval. One can argue



I Moreover, not all earlier slang ~enses of suck were necessarily pejorative, e.g.,
'make an effort, become serious,' (as suck [it] up < suck in your gut).

2Sucking eggs seems a particularly peculiar insult, though it apparently has
agricultural roots, as the following e-mail message explains [Date: Wed, 1 Apr

plausibly that some of these have had what might loosely be termed i

"vulgar" connotations and some have not; for example, AHD4 does
not even label sucker 'a dupe' as "slang," let alone "vulgar" (it is merely
"informal"). None except (12) in the following list, however, sum
moned up images of fellation for earlier generations (and even [12J
does not appear in such earlier slang dictionaries as Farmer and Hen
ley [1890-1904] or Berry and Van den Bark [1942], an absence that is
not entirely owing to prudery: cocksucker, defined as 'fellatrix', appears
in Farmer and Henley). Linguists know that the history of a term is not
necessarily relevant to its current meaning, yet it is important to note
that a list of earlier pejorative uses such as the following presents a rich
set of possible sources for the phrase X sucks!; the examples shown
here draw extensively (but not exclusively) upon Robert L. Chapman's
New Dictionary ofAmerican Slang (1986):1
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1998 10:28:26 -0600; From: charles fritz juengling <cjuengling@STCLOUD
STATE.EDU>; Subject: Re: THIS X SUCKS; To: ADS-L@UGA.CC.UGA.EDU]:

... going back to memories of a rural childhood on a small
poultry farm (in Delaware) in the 1940s & 1950s, both dogs &
snakes could be called egg suckers. With uncaged chickens, or
other poultry for that matter, it was not unusual for range-fed
(today's term) birds to lay an egg, or starta nest, outside of the
cQkken house. If a dog had found out what raw egg tasted
like, the farmer had a problem. (Freshly laid eggs might be
broken for a number of reasons, including: too many eggs in
the nest; & the chicken hadn't consumed enough calcium to
develop the 'proper' shell.) Egg-sucking dogs were those that
had learned to intentionally crush the shell of an egg to get to
the contents. Concurrently, such dogs might seek out nesting
sites, even if in the chicken house, and eat eggs. A female dog
might show pups how to do the same thing. If egg-sucking
dogs couldn't be kept away from nesting areas, the farmer
could think that it was best to get rid of the dog (in some way).
Thus, eggMsucking dogs weren't appreciated.

Normally, an etymologist would-seek the origin for the later X
sucks! in this list of earlier, semantically related, uses of suck, as a dip
ping of the transitive construction suck + NOUN (suck ass, suck hind teat,
suck eggs, suck blood, suck rope, etc.) or the even more amorphous suck +
PARTICLE (suck up, suck in, etc.). The general pejorative force of suck in
these twelve usages is so pervasive and widespread, and the contexts
are so various, that the burden of etymological proof surely lies upon
those who would privilege ANY particular source as primary. Basically,
suck merely means 'bad' in both the earlier and later manifestations,
and therefore, withput further evidence, we can say no more than that
X sucks! descends from a FAMILY of earlier pejorative senses of suck. To
this I would add the influence of the syntactically parallel construction
which X Sucks! has all but replaced by the 19908: (again) X stinks!

In a series of e-mails to the American Dialect Society online dis
cussion group, my friend, the late Thomas Creswell, argued for the pri
macy of the 'fellatio' origin. He wrote:

What was in the mind of the clever teenager(?) who first said,
"This X sucks" cannot, of course, be known. But the fre
quency and currency of cocksucker and to suck cock are so

In addition, sucking eggs (it seems to me) could be viewed as a fruitless and
reckless enterpr'ise, worthy of pejoration, since nothing would come of it (un~

less the egg breaks). I'

Ronald R. Butters

1. 'curry favor; one who curries favor in a demeaning fashion'
(d. suck ass, suck up to)

2.. 'lose, finish last' « suck hind teat)
3. 'get something for nothing' « suck on the teats of)
4. 'act in an obsequious manner' (come sucking around, suck

ass)
5. 'eat or drink greedily' (suck up, suck down}
6. 'fool; victim' (cf. sucker punch, "Never give a sucker an even

break" < ?sucker 'kind of fish')
7. 'take advantage of, swindle' (suck in)
8. 'debilitate, weaken, steal' (associated with leeches, ticks,

vampires, and the like: X sucks your blood!; cf. the metaphor
ical use of the noun blood-sucker)

9. 'be afraid' (suck air)
10. 'be mean and irritable' (suck eggs) 2

11. 'Do something demeaning or childish; be extremely worth
less, objectionable' (suck eggs, suck rope, suck wind, suck
[one's] thumb)

12. 'fellate' (cf. suck cock, suck donkey dicks, suck a big one; suck
off)
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The writing that came out of the Stones tour sucked, on the
whole. (Lucian K. Truscott IV, Village Voice, 1 Aug. 1974, 26)

And if you thought The. ShoQtist sucked, that's just tough ba
nanas. (John J. Wasserman, "On the Town," San Francisco
Chronicle, 30 July 1976, [n.p.])

[In answer to the question - asked at the Giants' opening
tailgate parties, "When was your sportsmanship really
tested?"]: "Andy Haapanen, data processing manager, San
Jose: 'I had a game of Pac-Man the other day that really put me
to the limit. Video games are very competitive. You can really
get into them, and when you lose it sucks. You tend to hate the
machine. Some people hit the machine, hut I just go have an
other beer and try again.' ['l Kathleen Rowe, employment
agency receptionist, Belmont: 'In high school we had inter
class swimming championships~ Our class came in second this
one time and I went up to congratulate the winners. They said
they knew they were better and I sucked....''' (Conti, "Ques
tion Man," San Francisco Chronicle, 17 April 1972, [n.p.1)
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The other place an etymologist is obliged to look is in the earli
est record of the new usage. Here we find no particularly strong con
nection to fellatio in the written record (though, as in the list given
above, hints of fellatio are not entirely missing, either). Moreover,
though suck cock is certainly plentiful in the printed record in the
1960s and 19708, when people started saying (This) X sucks!, they did
NOT go through a period in which the full utterance *(This) X sucks
cock! was in evidence, unlike (This) X suc~s eggs! (or wind or rope).

The first example was furnisher me by Jesse Sheidlower; the
others are the earliest citations that I found in the Tamony collection
(for which I thank the library of the Uinversity of Missouri, Columbia,
for providing me with some of this material from the files of the West
ern Historical Manuscript Collection):

Who the hell is Consuela? :- some fucking faggot - what a
whole lot of shit this is. Consuela sucks and anybody who be
lieves this crap is crazy. (1964 "Reading the horoscope .. :' by
Consuela in the Daily News, in H. Huneke Huneke Reader 327)

Polaroid sucks! For some time the Polaroid Corporation has
been supplying the South African government with large
photo systems ..., to use for photographing blacks for the pass
books ... every 'black must carry. (International Times, June
2-16, 1971, page 3/2)

The Early Citation Recordwell established and widespread in 20th century male
oral (please excuse). usage that th~ likelihood that any
ot~er source underlIes the expressIOn "This X sucks" is
qUlte remote. (To: <ADS-L@UGA.CC.UGA.EDU>, Subject:
Re: THIS X SUCKS and fellatio)

Creswell was surely right about the popUlarity of - and American ob
session with - fellatio; as an insult, Suck my dick! (or the milder ver
sion, .F!at me!), was perhaps nearly as commonplace at mid-century as
Eat shttl as a term of personal insult and disapproval in informal ado
lescent male speech. But why must we assume that this originated
among adolescent boys? Even if we decide that the psyches of adoles
cent males are crucial to the term's development, then we need to
consider that unlearning thumb-sucking is something that adolescent
boys have outgrown by only a few years. At any rate, to assume that all
of the non-fellatio uses of suck (as well as X stinks!) played no part in
the genesis of X sucks! ignores arbitrarily the rich complexity of the
lexicographical source material. Granted that many people who
heard X sucks! when it emerged in the late 1960s would sometimes
have been reminded of fellatio: people expect to be shocked by slang,
and they fear the worst when they hear new expressions from young
people. But it seems to me nonetheless lexicographically arbitrary
to assert that only one portion of the lexical record could possibly
underlie X sucksl

To recapitulate, what we have historically is the following:

Stage 1 (1920s-1960s)
Does anyone want to suck my cock? [real question]
This X sucks eggs (wind, rope) [pejorative]
You suck eggs (wind, rope) .[insult]
You sucker! [pejorative, hut no relation to fellatio]
This stinks! [pejorative]
You stink! [insult]

Stage 2 (1960s--7)
All of the above, as well as the entirely new X sucks! [pejora
tive] and You suck! [insult]

The etymologically important thing is that the dictionary examples do
not record any intermediate :stage in which the "full" utterance *You
suck cock!/X sucks cock! is recorded as a pejorative (except for the con
s~ucti.on X sucks big donkey dicks). Furthermore, the earliest slang dic
tIOnanes do not record intransitive suck as indicating fellatio, unless it
is followed by the particle off.
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would. not print the term, although it was being widely used in
public, by the newspaper's own account. Thus, in a column
about the joys of being a Boston Red Sox fan at a ball game in
New York's Yankee Stadium: "The enemy hordes chant in uni
son, "The Red Sox stinkl' ('Stink' is a word I've substituted
for the one they actually use, which is forbidden in family
newspapers.)" (Sydney H. Schanberg, New York Times,
6/26/78)

The foregrounding of 'fellatio'

wind"; I recalled the expression, "That sucks eggs"; I imagined a vac
uum cleaner devouring us all. I definitely knew about fellatio in 1968,
and I suppose that in general I think of fellatio at least as much as the
next person. I knew, also, that You suck big donkey dicks and the like were
possible insults. But I honestly did not at that time mentally connect
"The Universe SucksI" with fellatio. How could a statement about the
Universe be in any way related to oral stimulation of the penis (espe
cially of a donkey)? The thought truly never entered my mind. (Nor
did 'fellatio' enter my mind when Ross Perot use to talk about "the
loud sucking sound of jobs" being drained off to Mexico, though I
guess it is not impossible that Ross Perot had fellatio in mind.) At any
rate, I can attest that, as early as 1968, X s'Ucks! was used with little seem
ing intent at sum'moning up images of fellatio - and received by this
reader in exactly the same vein. '

In this sense, then, Creswell's et.ymology and my own are BOTH

post-facto etymologies. There is little real hope of finding one "under
lying" meaning'because, as Eble notes, "sometimes more than one ex
planation of a word is plausible - multiple etymology. In other in
'stances speakers make sense of an unfamiliar form by a plausible but
incorrect guess at its etymology - mistaken etymology, traditionally
called folk etymology" (1996, 46). Indeed, for many young people
today, there are no real etymologies for X sucksl, at all. It is simply the
antonymic expression for X miesl

We didn't realize that lite beer was

What comes to the minds of speakers today when theyhear a
phrase such as X sucks!? Obviously, that will depend very much on the
individual and the context in which the phrase is used. From a linguis
tic point of view, all of the twelve usages cited earlier in this essay are
available in the language, ready for association in conducive circum
stances.

Speaking as a college teacher in a mainstream American uni
versity, I can report that the intuitions of students and colleagues
whom I have informally consulted generally suggest that X sucks! has,
for nearly a generation now, been no more strongly associated with fel
latio than with thumb sucking, infant nursing, vampirism, or anything
else, apart from a general sense that suck is a rather funny-sounding
word (like duck, fuck, and muck, but maybe not buck, pluck, and tmck
and certainly not luck- one must be careful not to read too muchrinto

Ronald R. Butters

The Times is well-known for its linguistic conservatism; for example,
they would not print the word gay in its 'homosexual' sense until it
had long become established in American English. Nonetheless, one
could argue that, at least for Schanberg, X sucks! had connotations of
something not suitable for family reading, whether that something was
merely a punctilious avoidance of a new slang expression, or whether
Schanberg (and the Yankee fans) specifically had in mind such noun
objects as ass, rope, eggs, or penises, it is not possible to say with any
certainty. Moreover, it is certain that the Times did not originate in
transitive slang sucks. If their early proscription of the term was based
on some possible connection with 'fellatio' rather than their general
distaste for the vernacular, it was obviously not out of etymological cer
tainty or necessity but rather was an early example of nervously cau
tious foregrounding.

Let me conclude this section on early citations with an anec
dote of personal experience. My own initiation into X sucks! is a cir
cumstance that Tom Creswell would certainly described as "remote."
One afternoon in about 1968, I found myself in a Duke University re
stroom that was known for the intellectual bent of its patrons, who in
stribed lengthy philosophical arguments on the walls of the stalls. As I
perused the witticisms, I noticed a fresh and original aphorism: some
one had written simply, "The Universe Sucksl"

I was totally baffled. What could this mean? I concluded that
the writer was sceptical about his chances in life - he felt he lived in a
dangerous Universe. I recalled my father's expression, "That sucks

These quotations in themselves compel no particular linking of X
sucks! and fellation (despite the use of the slur term faggot 'homo
sexual' in the 1964 quote). Indeed, one might well argue that
Kathleen Rowe's "I sucked" in the 1972 citation would not be very
likely to have had connotations of fellatio for her. One particularly
important early quotation is cited by Hugh Rawson in Wicked Wards
0989,375), who notes that, as late as 1978, the New York Times
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sounds themselves). '~lhen queried, John Harmon, a Duke student.
gave me a typical response: "I remember when I first started using it I
thought, 'This is another way to say That really stinks!''' (telephone con
versation 30 June 1992, when he was age 20). ',Valt Wolfram, Professor
of English at North Carolina State University, reports (personal con
versation) that his wife objected strenuously to the phrase X SUcllS! in
1975 and asked their children not to use it. By 1990, however, she was
using it herself in informal conversation, reporting that it no longer
sounded "ugly" to her and that she found it properly and powerfully
expressive.s One important piece of evidence concerning contempo
rary adolescents and young adults is found in a study by Teresa Labov
(1992, 348), who demonstrates empirically that X sucks! .- It sucks being
X! 'vas the most highly recognized slang term in use among high
school students at the time of her survey: 96% of the 261 college-age
informants whom she questioned in the fall of 1987 recognized sucks
as a pejorative slang term used in the high school they attended; this is
higher than the recognition of cool (92%), jocks (90%), stoned (89%),
awesome (85%), bummer (78%), and wimp (73%). SUc/l as a term of dis
approval was found in all social groups, all regions of the country, and
both sexes.

But not only is X sucks! pervasive; it is also not at all objection
able, at least for Labov and her informants. She explicitly says that she
excluded terms which she felt had any sexual content; she did this so as
not to create controversy in any high school to which she might give
the questionnaire. She reports no complaints from the high schools.
Also, she does not report that any students added written comments to

:ITogether with X stinks! as possible antecedent for X sucks! two other pejorative
constructions should be mentioned, X bites! and X blows! Almost certainlY, X
bites! is later than X sucks! and would appear to be related to the non-fellati~ex
pression Bite my ass! or (by extension) to Eat shit!, though Bite the bone!, a 1950s
euphemism for fellatio may be related, as well. X blows!, however, appears to be
as old or older than X sucks! (The Ran(LOm House Historical Dietionar)l ojAmni
can Slang has a possible 1960 cite for blow 9.c 'be hateful, contemptible, infe
rior' and a 196~ cite for suck 'be of poor quality'.) Blow, moreover, has a sense
related to fellauo (e.g., the noun blowjob 'act of fellatio' and Blow me! 'fellate
me'). On the other hand, blow, like suck, has numerous pejorative connota
tions that are totally unrelated to fellatio, e.g., blowhard, blow up, blow off, blow
one's cover, blow 1/IOn£0', blow smohe, blow your lines, blow your tot), Go blow!, blow
lunch 'vomit', etc. And unlike X stinks!, which considerably predates X sucks!,
the syntactic forms of earlier fellatio-related expressibns in suck, blow, and bite
are different from X sucks!

the effect that there was any sexual meaning or association for SUr/iS,

even though they were given space to do so and often made comments
on other terms. Finally, Labov takes as evidence that wimp may be mov
ing out of dang and into the respectable mainstream vocal~ulary the
fact that its recognition percentage was 73%. If her reasomng holds,
then X SUc!lS! (with 96% recognition) was in 1987 even further along
the wav towards becoming a part of the mainstream vocabulary, Main
stream' acceptability may not in itself suggest that X SUcliS! does not
have latent significant connotations of 'fellatio', but it does suggest
that, if such connotations are indeed significant, the cognitive disso
nance must be explained in some way: are socially conservative per
sons really willing to accept the mentioning of fellatio in formal public
contexts? Are socially liberal persons really willing to accept a usage

that denigrates sexual variation?
The answer, I believe, is that speakers do not concern them-

selves with absurdly counterintuitive linguistic concerns unless they
are forced to do so by social pressures. In the case of X SUcliS!, the nor
mal linguistic intuition, that it is a pejorative te~'m w~thout any parti:u
lar sexual connotations in normal usage, derIves from everyday 1111
guistic experience and can be overridden only by strenuous (often

embarrassing) appeals.
For example, in at least two court cases, the potential connota-

tions of X sucks!were of great importance. In one 1994 case, Steckbeck v.
Virginia Department of A10tor Vehicles (United States District Court, East
ern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division), an automobile owner
sued to win the right to a vanity license plate that read "GOVT SUX";
the plate had been denied to him on the grounds that it had sexual
connotations. He won the case, arguing that the slogan is not vulgar,
but that, even if it were of questionable taste, as political speech he
should be given considerable latitude in vulgarity of expression. In an
earlier case (1991), a twelve-year-old junior-high-school student in
Norfolk, Virginia, was suspended from school for refusing to desist
from wearing a t-shirt which had written on its front in large letters,
"DRUGS SUCK!" School administrators argued that the inscription
was "inappropriate for school attire" because it was "vulgar" and "de
riving from a sexual connotation of oral-genital contact." hence poten
tially'disruptive to the maintenance of order in the school (quotations
are from the trial judge's Order and Opinion of 3 September 1992).
The child's parents vehemently insisted that the shirt contained a valu
able message of critical social importance and that the vernacular lan
guage was necessary to convey the message in a powerful fashion to a



4'fhe North Carolina Motor Vehicles Department was criticized several years
ago for allowing an aged priest and lover of singing to obtain a license plate
that said "OREMUS"; the legend was viewed as a racial slur by motorists who
did not understand Latin.

Marguerite jones's letter, written at the height of public controversy
concerning the case under discussion here, does not directly mention
what harsh and crude direct object she imagines for "drugs suck," hut,
to her mind at least, it must be something more offensive than eggs or
citrus (why, she does not say). In her own mind, she has highlighted
more prurient readings. Of course, in doing so she has also made ex-
plicit the sexually innocuous readings eggs, lemons - whichse--
mantically are no more implausible than prurient ones. Just as it is
nonsensical to attempt to imagine drugs sucking lemons or eggs (or,
though she does not mention it, thumbs), so too is it absurd to try to
imagine drugs sucking a penis or a breast. If "DRUGS SUCKI" conjures
up for Ms. Jones a salacious image, why doesn't sucker punch do like
wise? (Or perhaps it does.) One is tempted to say here that harshness
and crudity are very much in the mind of the beholder. I am reminded
of the old joke about the woman who complained that she could see
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Also, it's a little too coincidental that the music that's popular
with gay people should have the epithet "sucks" attached to it.
(Frank Rose, The Village Voice, 12 November 1979, 37)

NC State sucks ... But Car<~lina swallowsl

Frank Rose's comment likewise demonstrates how the speaker's state
of mind can highlight particular connotations while ignoring others.
In the 1970s, when Rose wrote this sentence, disco dancing was very
popular in the United States. It was especially popular with gay men. A
number of people who disliked disco dancing began wearing t-shirts
with inscriptions that read, "DISCO SUCKS." Rose sees in thigf'a

This is a phrase, intended as humorous, found inscribed on t-shirts fa
vored by Duke University students. It seems clear that, in this context,
NC State sucks must certainly mean 'fellatio'. However, the t-shirt slo-'
gan in this case actually demonstrates the basic absence of INHERENT

connotations of 'fellatio' in the idiom X sucks!, because the joke's
effectiveness depends on reading NC State sucks (on the front of the
t-shirt) in the general, nonsexual, disparaging sense, then realizing
(after then seeing Carolina swallows! on the back of the shirt) that the
phrase NC State sucks is in reality intended in a more specialized sense,
and that hexe an unusual sense, 'fellatio', is the intended reading. Just
as Carolina swallows! does not by itself signal the meaning 'fellatio', so
too, by itself NC State sucks does not signal such a sense. The situation is
akin to saying something like NC State stinks! ... But Carolina rolls in it!:
one would not think, from reading NC State stinks! (or Carolina rolls in
it.0 That 'excrement' was specifically being associated with the rival
school; Carolina rolls in itJ, however, makes this unusual association ex
plicit. If the actual t-shirt slogan NC State sucks! contained a primary
and inevitable association of 'fellatio' - if it said, for example', NC
State Sucks Donkey Dicks! on the front - the joke would not be effective:
indeed, one could say, there would be no joke at all.

the man next door sunbathing naked in his backyard, so the man put
up a higher fence. She then complained that, despite the new fence,
she could still see the man "from my attic window, if I stand on tip
toes." Marguerite Jones, would-be guardian of purity in speech, stands
here on her linguistic tip-toes, looking past the lemons and the eggs
and finding, apparently, only human body parts (but not thumbs).

Other examples of 'fellatio' foregrounding occur in different
environments. Let us examine a few of them.

Ronald R. Butters

resistant audience. The parents brought suit in federal court against
the Norfolk School Board, claiming that the student's rights had been
violated under the First and Fourteenth Amendments. They lost - not
because the judge ruled in this case that X sucks! connoted 'fellatio',
but only because he found it to, be a slang expression which could be
forbidden by the school as part of the teachers' job to educate stu
dents in the proper use of good English. (According to this ruling, a t
shirt that said "FELLATE YOUR BROTHER" would apparently have
been acceptable.)

In both of these cases, fellatio comes to the foreground in cir
cumstances where the potential for double-entendre is the subject of
much vigilance on the part of officials for whom even the appearance
of impropriety can lead to disastrous results. 4 The Norfolk case
brought forth a good deal of lexicographical discussion in the letters
to-the-editor section of the local newspaper, for example:

The message is "DRUGS SUCK!' What is it that drugs suck?
Eggs? Lemons? I think not. (1) American speech is becoming
harsh and very crude. (Marguerite Jones, letter to the editor,
Virginian-Pilot, 2 February 1992, A6)
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If X SUe/iS! contained an intrinsic connotation of 'fellatio' for the own-

Here's what we've been hearing from you. We need to know
how we are helping and where we suck. Write us: strange
brew@brewzone.com

143to suckWe didn't realize that lite beer was
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Berrey, Lester V., and Melvin Van den Bark. 1942. The American Thesaurus of
Slang: A Complete Reference of Colloquial Speech. New York: Crowell.

Chapman, Robert L. 1995. Dictionary ofAmerican Slang. 3rd edition. Ed. Robert
L. Chapman, with Barbara Ann Kipfer. New York: HarperCollins.

References

SAs this article was going to press, the following headline appeared in the
Durham, North Carolina Herald-Sun (24 May 2001, C1): "Summer is the season

; for sucking:' The article discussed the dangers of ticks, which the author, Jim
: Wise, described as a "sucky yucky population." Clearly, if suck were intrinsically

associated with fellatio, the headline for Mr. Wise's article would never have
been printed. The headline caused no stir because there was nothing in the
context to foreground any offensive reading.

ers of the <strangebrew> website, it seems highly unlikely that they
would have used the idiom we suck for self-reference.

Little if any lexicographical evidence exists that privileges the
etymological derivation of the idiom X sucks! from phrases involving
fellatio. Certainly nothing rules out fellatio usages from playing a role
in the evolution and interpretation of the idiom, but likewise nothing
rules out the strong influence of the historically prominent term sucker
'dupe; leech', or associations with vampirism, obsequiousness (suck up

I to) or thumb sucking. Stands-to-reason arguments such as Creswell's
are just that: conclusions based upon the assumption that slang terms
can come into existence and be interpreted only in the most pro
vocative way. At best, the connotations of fellatio that many speakers
today sometimes assign to the Xsucks! idiom arise post facto, when
speakers are forced to speculate about the etymology of the idiom.

. Ce~tainly current and past usage displays a remarkable productivity for
the term in contexts in which fellatio cannot be an issue. Given the

. widespread use of the idiom, AHD4's label of "vulgar slang" does not
seem justified.5

Ronald R. Butters

Though one might well argue that My life would suck ass is "vulgar
slang:' it is obvious that the writer of this website comment was not
thinking of fellatio in his use of pejorative X sucks.

Comments: This site has gotta be the coolest place in the
world. If it was not for Beer.com my life would suck asslll (Jack
Johnson, <wrillymean@hotmail.com> Saturday, August 08,
1998)

Here suck is associated contextually with vampirism, but it would be a
mistake to conclude therefore that the phrase X sucks is intrinsically as
sociated with vampirism. In the same way, it would be a mistake to con
clude, on the basis of the Rose quote, that X sucks must be inevitably as
sociated with homosexuality and, hence, with fellatio.

Neil Jordan .., went off and made "The Miracle" and "The
Crying Game." Now here comes Mr. Jordan again: Geffen Pic
tures and Warner Bros. have given him the big-budget "Inter
view with a Vampire." Will he have a free hand? Perhaps. But if
"Vampire" sucks, he may have two chokes: flee to Ireland and
invent another "Crying Game," or stick around and hope to
land the remake of "The Love Bug." (David Ansen and Charles
Fleming, Newsweek, 1 March 1993, 80)

Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Funny business, these vampire
flicks. How fortunate the filmmaker who can say that his lead
ing man is Count Dracula; yet how unfortunate when the
script itself sucks. The screenplay for "BuJfy the Vampire
Slayer" - the cinematic debut of "Beverly Hills 90210" heart
throb Luke Perry manages to be both simple and hard to
fathom ..... (Charles Leerhsen, Newsweek, 10 August 1992,
52/3)

subtle slur against ·gay men by way of the linking of the pejorative
meaning of sucks with the 'fellatio' reading which one might associate
with homosexuality (though, of course, fellatio is by no means an ex
clusively homosexual practice). But the fact that Rose created this par
ticular reading in this particular context certainly does not mean that
'fellatio' is perforce intrinsically a reading for X sucks! Consider these
examples:
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Dictionary Etymologies of South Asian i

Loanwords into English: Some II
Suggestions for Improvement ,/

/
,I

1

/1

Ii

lIn this paper the,i~ignation "Old Indo-Aryan" is used interchangea
"Sanskrit," the ll16st weU-known exemplar of the Old Indo-Aryan stage

• velopment of Indo-Aryan as a whole.

i

i Dictionane.s:Journal ofthe Dictionary Socia, ofNorth America 22 (2001)

/MiChael C. Shapiro I

\ /'

That the English language conJns many loanwords of
South Asian origin ia hardly wellwkept secret. R E.

Hawkins, in Common Indian Words ift$nglis (1984), a publication comM

piled as a supplement to the Indian ~iti n of the Little Oxford Diction
ary, and which mines the OED, Yule an urnell's Hobson-jobson (1886,
1903), and Whitworth's Anglo-Indian . tionar,(1886) for material,
contains some two thousand lexical e tri~not all of which, however,
if the truth be told, can be thoug of as ~common" English words
(e.g., husbUlhookum 'official order, R sport' otindal·boatswain'). The
Indian words in English are of d' erse etymo gy, comprising words
from Oldl (dharma, avata1; yoga) iddle (Tktra a), and New Indo
Aryan (NIAt (shampoo, mongoos, thug), Dravidia (catamaran, pariah,

'.. cheroot), and Tibeto-Burman 010, lama). In 'many ases South Asian
languages have been the co uits through which w ds ultimately of
non-5outh Asian pedigree articularly of Turkic [ 'U, begum (?)],
Persian [khaki, purdah] or bie [sahib] origin) have ade their way

".into English. Con~ersely, ome words ultimately of Sou ian origin
,; have been borrowed in Englis~ via non-South Asian in rmediaries

(mandarin [fro Sanskr' mantrin/manm 'minister of state, a visor' via

Ji
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Homophobia
sucks
But what does it suck?

M iSS Poubelle recently re
.ceived correspondence' from
'a Guide reader who com

plained about the rampant use of the ex
pression it sucks. This reader felt that
the expression is' basically ho~

mophobic and ought to be avoided,
especially by gay people. Miss
Poubelle's initial reaction was to
agree. But as she found out more
about the topic, she became less
certain that we ought to object to
this slang use of the word suck.

By a happy coincidence, she was
in Chicago rec'ently during a meeting of
the American Dialect Society, and
heard Professor Ronald Butters of Duke
University give a paper focussed on the
history and current usage of sucks. But
ters tried to make two points in his talk.
First, that it is not actually certain that it
sucks originates in a reference to oral
sex. Second, that for most current
speakers of English, it has no particular
sexual overtones.

Butters pointed out that the first at
tested non-sexual use of it sucks to
mean 'it is worthless, bad, rotten' dates

Dragn,ette
by Sue DeNimm

Dorothy Unknown
Step inside for Drag Queens
from Be. Yond'

Sue Pernatural
Crystal Bahl
Xena Ghost

Ellienne Abduction
Roz Well
Jana Ling
Drew Idz

Dee Zhahvoo
Claire Voyance
Rhea Carnation

Like Olivia says, ya hafta believe in
Madge Ick!

excerpted with permission from the yet-to-be-pub
Iished-in.its·entlfety I, Rhoda Book C by Sue DeNlmm
(1,00 1 Drag Queens for All OCcasions)
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BY BLANCHE POUBELLE

only from 1971. In that year, a writer
protesting Polaroid's involvement with
the South African government- included
the phrase Polariod sucks! in an article
in the International Times.

When that author wrote Polaroid
sucks, was that short for Polaroid sucks
dick? This .is something that Butters
claims is unclear, At that time, there
were several slang expressions involv
ing suck. For example, to suck eggs, to
suck rope, or to suck air'means 'to be
worthless, objectionable, childish' and
to suck ass means 'to curry favor, act
obsequiously". How are we sure that
Polaroid sucks was not intended to be
understood as Polaroid sucks eggs?

Miss Poubelle found this argument
less' than convincing (as did many in the
aUdience). The phrase is not so old, and
many listeners had strong intuitions that
it originates in a reference to oral sex.
Something that supports this position is
the taboo nature of sucks through much
of the 1970s. The New York Times, for
example, had a policy against the word
as late as 1978, and would not use it in
quotes. Since the phrase to suck eggs
has never been considered obscene, the
editors of the Times must have ,.i'nder
stood it sucks to be a shortened fonn of
some other phrase, presum.ably it sucks
dick. And to denigrate someone by say
ing you suck is in that respect either h~

"mophobic or sexist or both.

THE GUIDE

Butters was more convincing when
he argued that for most speakers of
American English in 2000, there is no
longer any sexual connotation associat
ed with it sucks. The best evidence is
that the phrase is routinely used in plac
es where a reference to oral sex makes
no sense. A commercial for Amstel Lite
beer says "Sorry! We're from Amster-
dam. We didn't realize that lite beer was
supposed to suck!" A review of a movie
or a concert tells us that the script

sucked or the acoustics sucked. Is
there any way to construe these state
ments where they reasonably refer to
oral sex? Beer, scripts, and acoustics
hardly seem likely targets' for ho
mophobic abuse.
Now Miss Poubelle does not deny

that in 1975 it was probably ho
mophobic andlor sexist to say the

Red Sox suck. But we know that words
are always changing their meanings.
And the simple fact seems to pe that
most people who now use the word suck
don't understand it to have any sexual

To suck eggs, to suck
rope, or to suck.air
means 'to be worthless,
objectionable, childish'
and to suck ass means
'to curry favor, ad
obsequiously.'

overtones and are not being consciously
homophobic. It used to be homophobic,
but it isn't anymore.

There are no doubt some readers out
there who would argue that since the
phrase has a homophobic past, it is now
contaminated and should be avoided.
Miss Poubelle won't try to dissuade
them from this belief. But she believes
this battle is lost. Language· moves on,
and it's better to fight real homophobia
today than to spend our time on the fro
zen prejudice of thirty years ago. ~

Feeling a linguistic lack in your Hfe1:'
Nexed .by an etymol.ogkal. mystery?
Drop Blan'che a note do The Guide. PC)
Box 990593, Boston, MA02199, or
theguideOguidemag.com;(Be sure to
mention II Blanche" in your fire:" box.)l
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